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ABSTRACT: Motivated by the growing importance of data quality in data-intensive,
global business environments and by burgeoning data quality activities, this study
builds a conceptual model of data quality problem solving. The study analyzes data
quality activities at five organizations via a five-year longitudinal study.

The study finds that experienced practitioners solve data quality problems by re-
flecting on and explicating knowledge about contexts embedded in, or missing from,
data. Specifically, these individuals investigate how data problems are framed, ana-
lyzed, and resolved throughout the entire information discourse. Their discourse on
contexts of data, therefore, connects otherwise separately managed data processes,
that is, collection, storage, and use. Practitioners’ context-reflective mode of problem
solving plays a pivotal role in crafting data quality rules. These practitioners break
old rules and revise actionable dominant logic embedded in work routines as a strat-
egy for crafting rules in data quality problem solving.

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: context-reflective problem solving, data quality, data qual-
ity rules, information quality, problem solving, reflection-in-action, situated practice.

BEFORE BASEBALL RULES WERE CREATED, the notion of “striking out” did not exist. A
rule defines a practice, and a practice requires a rule. Rules and practices have a recip-
rocal relationship [13, 23, 40, 79, 81]. Like baseball, other professions espouse and use
rules of their practices. Some cumulated and repeated rules form stable sanctioned
routines in practice. Unlike baseball rules, data quality rules have changed dramatically
as data are increasingly used in networked, data-intensive, and distributed business
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environments. Despite the short history of data quality as a distinct field, data quality
professionals have been developing, revising, and crafting rules for data quality prob-
lem solving for a long time, and are often forced by urgency to do so in unconventional
ways that bypass standard organizational procedures. Some new rules conflict with,
and thus break, stable conventional routines and rules in practice.

For example, a data quality administrator in a hospital retraced missing contexts of
a data set [78], an unconventional practice in the hospital. A global manufacturing
company strived to reintegrate “official” procurement data across distributed and
autonomous business units [30], a new practice in the company. A managed care
organization (MCO) struggled to unravel the root causes of overpaid claims [41], a
first attempt in the organization. This new, untested, and sporadic problem solving by
data quality practitioners in the field has not been studied in a formal research con-
text. Often, these practical trials have been demoted as temporary fixes or workaround
resolutions for exceptional and emergency cases.

Some might argue that this study simply advocates such exceptional activities in-
stead of promoting a standard practice. In fact, the standard practice of data quality is
to understand the rules for exceptions. These exceptional activities offer an opportu-
nity to review and learn underlying reasons for the disruptive manner in which orga-
nizations manage data, and new ways and rules in which data quality problems can be
analyzed and solved. As high-quality data has emerged as a new basis for competi-
tion, analyzing leading data quality practice is a must. As today’s business strives to
offer agile, highly customized, and globally sustainable solutions, producing high-
quality data has become a baseline for managing strategic corporate capacity and
assets beyond operational necessity.

On the research front, the data and information quality field has produced research
in areas such as modeling information manufacturing processes [7], defining data
quality [78, 85], measuring data quality [64], and managing data quality [49, 50, 78,
86]. This stream of research has provided a solid foundation, which data quality re-
searchers and practitioners can apply to various settings and problems.

To move research forward, data quality researchers need to build a deeper and
broader theoretical foundation that incorporates multiple theoretical underpinnings
in complex data quality practice. It is critical to establish further theoretical founda-
tions in order to understand how different theoretical principles in technical and mana-
gerial areas are integrated and applied to solve data quality problems in actual
organizational settings. This study, which raises an inquiry into context-reflective
data quality problem solving, aims to provide a step toward building such a founda-
tion, the current foundation underlying the study of data quality.

Consider an example. A data quality manager and his team traced the divergent and
conflicting principles used by two different disciplinary fields, accounting and data-
base, in recording the same event or business process, that is, sample shipping. Un-
derstanding the “differences,” not as violations of rules or wrongdoings, the team
resolved the problem and revised its data quality practice. This situated practice by
the data quality team exemplifies how practitioners resolve the contested contexts
presented in various situations [13, 46, 79].
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Thus, a general question of this paper is: How do practitioners in leading organiza-
tions solve information quality problems? To understand how data quality profes-
sionals solve information problems, this study operationalizes the question as follows:
How do these practitioners identify, analyze, and resolve information quality prob-
lems within the information production discourse, specifically, the information col-
lection stages, the storage protocols, and the general use of information?

The study findings suggest that professionals solve problems by crafting rules to
integrate business process and data process. They approach this integration by expli-
cating data quality contexts embedded in data or reestablishing the missing contexts
in data. Reflecting on and explicating contexts dictates how a data quality problem is
framed, analyzed, and solved. The study findings further suggest that context-reflec-
tive knowledge about solutions must be recorded and shared. Reflecting context ex-
plicates knowledge about why a company collects particular data, how the data were
stored, what constraints were imposed, and how information was used. This study
also introduces different contexts, such as paradigms, goals, roles, time, and space,
which form salient contexts for data quality problem solving.

Theoretical Grounding of Key Concepts

Rule

A RULE IS DEFINED AND USED IN VARIOUS AREAS. A rule defines processes and activi-
ties of a practice [40]. Rules indicate dominant logic of a company’s business strat-
egy [67], an example area of business practice. Rules are also used to elaborate and
frame conflicts embedded in a policy as different rules compete and shape the design
of the policy discourse [69], an example process of rule-making in practice.

A rule embeds actionable dominant logic, sanctioned by collective decisions, cus-
toms, and culture of an entity. Stable rules are institutionalized and embedded in
structured work, such as routine work procedures, software codes, and automated
information systems processes. The institutionalized rules are embedded in work rou-
tines and in resulting information. Some rules are followed habitually in accordance
with their intent, and thus escape reviews. Some rules, therefore, can be hidden and
forgotten until a form of inquiry is raised [3, 4, 10, 12, 23, 65, 73, 87, 88]. Explicating
obliviously practiced rules in work routines often involves practitioners’ reflection-
in-action on the contexts of the rules.

Context

Context is commonly used, first, to specify a scope or a boundary of a study area or a
discourse. Demographic or geographical contexts are examples [2]. Second, context
is often referred to as an external environment. Studies in the systems development
area treat a context as a boundary to focus the area of study, and tend to focus on the
system developer and producer contexts [14, 28]. Recent works in distributed com-
puting recognizes context as an important factor for interoperability of computing.
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Chiklin and Lave [15] point out the limitations of studying phenomenon without
exploring the socially constructed context. Despite various interpretations of context,
the commonly implied thread among all uses of context stems from the notion of
fundamental environment that contains activities and phenomena in study.

This study offers a third, alternative view. Context is a differentiator and relation-
ship builder, specifying the relationship between contents and environments. It con-
nects and shapes contents and the environment, which in turn structures and influences
the activities via the context. Context is the differentiating and connecting relation-
ship entity that inherits the imprints for further processes and activities.

In practice, contexts in data quality management have been implicit, yet they have
been a critical part of resolving data quality problems. Naturally, exploring context is
a critical direction for practitioners in devising their solutions. Despite the fact that
many conventional data quality practices focus inevitably on cleansing data in stored
databases, many engage in solving problems in the broader scope of data collection,
storage, and use over time.

Once the contexts of data are known, recorded, and stable, solutions, such as con-
text interchange technology, can be applied for mediating differences in data and
systems integration between sending and receiving entities [54, 55]. This solution
approach is particularly useful for disparate heterogeneous databases that require data
aggregation or integration across space and time.

This paper defines a context that includes paradigm, role, goal, time, and space.
Each of these contexts are further defined and elaborated in the fourth section.

Reflection-in-Action in Problem Solving

This study uses Schön’s concept of reflection-in-action as a guide to understanding
and analyzing data quality practice. Schön [76] identified reflection-in-action as a
lens for professionals to reflect theory-in-action in their work contexts. Reflection-
in-action refers to a reflective conversation with the materials of the situation and is
based on a sense of the situation as a whole [74, 76]. It is a dynamic process. As a
practitioner acts, his sense of the whole is changed. And as he makes new sense of the
whole, he will change his actions accordingly. Schön calls the situation’s back talk, as
the situation’s “answer” to the acts of the practitioner. A reflective practitioner is able
to handle situations characterized by uniqueness, complexity, and conflicts because
of his ability to reflect-in-action. He is, thus, capable of making sense of situations he
has never met before [4].

Problem solving is a particular kind of a decision-making process [59, 60, 66].
More complex factors become relevant as the problem solving level raises from an
individual to a group and to an organization. Organizational problem solving involves
a wide range of resources, potential for conflicts, an increased number of stakehold-
ers, and consequences that might expand to broader environments.

Data quality problem solving involves organizational dynamics and various na-
tures and implications of information technologies, as data involves both business
processes and information technology. Practitioners’ reflection-in-action during prob-
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lem solving activities involves review, evaluation, learning, and revising decisions
on various issues at different levels of an organization.

Revising Dominant Logic as a Mechanism for Revising Practice

Organizational change and strategy theories attempt to explain how organizations
move from one stable state to another. Prahalad and Bettis [67] offers dominant logic
as a pivotal mechanism for strategic choice and performance. Bacharach et al. [5]
offers logics of action as a useful tool for understanding the mechanism for change.
Quoting Goffman [33], Collins [19], and DiMaggio [24, 25, 26], Bardach et al. states
that the logic of action allows actors to frame the specific means and ends that they
bring to an exchange relationship. Bardach et al. further explains that logic of action
is, for the most part, taken for granted. It becomes manifest when parties try to ex-
plain to themselves or justify to others the selection for specific means, ends, and the
linkage between the two. Similarly, Giddens [32] called this rationalization of action.
Stokes and Hewett [77] used the term aligning actions, and Miles and Snow [58; see
also 57] used the term frame alignment processes.

When challenged by a problematic situation, practitioners reflect on how the prob-
lem is set and examine the assumptions made, in order to analyze and resolve the
problem. Their dominant logic of action will be revised based on their reflection-in-
action, while they review the entire information discourse. Eventually, data quality
professionals provide insights into the transformation from one state of consistency
to another. This transformation is the lever used by this study to explicate the process
by which dominant logics of improving data quality in organizations are transformed
by analyzing how problem contexts are changed over time and how professionals
revise rules to overcome the incongruities between different organizational and in-
formation rules embedded in their work routines.

Research Methods and Sites

Research Methods

THIS STUDY USES A COMBINATION OF embedded case analysis and longitudinal action
research. This combination is often suggested for theory-building in a new research
area involving complex phenomena [8, 29, 47, 80, 89]. Embedded case design rein-
forces internal rigor, as case data are analyzed within the broader context of the orga-
nization. In this study, project episodes are further analyzed within the context of data
quality initiatives, and within the broader organizational context. Multiple cases ad-
ditionally add external validity.

The focus of this study, data quality problem solving and practitioners’ reflections
on their work demand (1) intimate knowledge of data quality and (2) long-term
observation of practitioners at work. A longitudinal action-research method pro-
vides meaningful access to organizations and allows a researcher to closely exam-
ine and reflect on initial findings, avoiding modeling and reporting temporary
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phenomena. This method is also in line with Daft and Weick [21], who calls for
intensive researching and experiencing in the study environment [82] for studying
new and complex phenomena.

For analysis, this study adapted Schön’s approach emphasizing theory-in-use along
with espoused theory of agent’s actions and their actual meanings in addition to tradi-
tional case analysis [74, 76]. To further record and analyze data quality problem solv-
ing activities, this study adapted a classical coding protocol, problem behavior graph
(PBG), and the approach for studying “episodes,” originated by Newell and Simon
[60] in their cognitive study of human problem solving. Using a project or an episode
as a unit of analysis enables one to capture detailed modalities within the action taken,
and, thus, record the detailed changes and activities within a process of problem solv-
ing. A project/episode has a goal in mind that opens and closes an action, which
cumulatively shapes behaviors of the problem in study. Moreover, this detailed analysis
enables researchers to understand contexts both before and after the project, so as to
understand how rules are changed over time.

The unit of analysis is a data quality project within a data quality initiative. The data
quality initiative includes a variety of projects. A project is treated as an “episode” in
this study. Episode is defined as a sequence of moves, each of which is a succinctly
describable segment of behavior associated with attaining a goal. Newell and Simon
[60] treat each episode as a unit, paying attention primarily to what determines which
episodes are initiated and how the episodes are terminated. The use of episode in
Newell and Simon is at the individual and cognitive level: their logic and organiza-
tion of “episodes” of behavior in a scene of a game is applicable in data quality
activities in organizations. Episodes, since they are tied to goals, can be hierarchical,
with one episode embedded in another. Within the episode, a subject may initiate sub-
episodes. As such, a project may have subprojects. This study used a data quality
project as a unit of analysis, an episode within an overall data quality initiative in an
organization.

Research Sites

Early adopters of data quality practice are ideal candidate organizations for this type
of study because of their intense reflection on the problems and their activities. Prob-
lem solving involves focal agents. They are data quality managers and executives
with various job titles, such as Data Quality Manager, Information Product Manager,
Senior VP of Information Quality, Data Quality Administrator, Global Information
Architect, Data Analyst, and Data Service Manager. They manage organizational data,
provide an analysis of problems and important decisions, and, therefore, are key agents
of making and revising rules about data quality improvement. The five companies
involved in this study are: a global manufacturing company, a hospital, an agricul-
tural company, a global financial institution, and a data service company. I have had
access to these organizations, for this research, for five to six years as of this writing.
I had longer access to some of these companies for observing their overall data qual-
ity work and progress.
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Each organization had a key informant who led the organization’s data quality ini-
tiatives. I have been in contact with them periodically, visited the sites, and discussed
projects periodically face-to-face, by e-mail, and on the phone. When on-site, I ob-
served data quality–related meetings, collected reports, and participated in work semi-
nars and meetings to gain greater access and understanding. Each site’s characteristics
and its data quality work are summarized in Table 1.

Context-Reflective Problem Solving

Contested Contexts Frame Problems

THIS STUDY STARTED WITH A NOTION that data activities, as with other activities, are
influenced by contexts [15]. Based on previous research and a field study, this study
identifies five key related contexts for data quality problem solving: paradigm, role
(information role), goal, time, and place. Understanding these contexts is pivotal in
setting and analyzing problems and devising solutions [69]. Multiple contexts are
contested over the entire information discourse, which frames problems and thus
directs problem analysis and solutions. Data flow across multiple places, where dif-
ferent customs, policies, and procedures1 shape data and data-related problem solv-
ing efforts. Commonly identified contexts are place and time, as they typically specify
what data mean and how data are represented. Place dictates the socially constructed
meaning of data. Time further determines how certain data are represented and used.
A common experience of traveling to a foreign country provides many everyday
examples of place and time context, such as, calculating and converting currency and
time. Dramatic examples are often reported in newspapers. NASA lost a Mars shuttle
a few years back because highly trained engineers, working in geographically differ-
ent places, routinely used local units of measuring systems for their globally collabo-
rated work.

Currently, most data quality researchers agree on the meaning of high-quality data
as that data which are fit for use by data consumers. Goals or purposes of data, there-
fore, is a basic and important context. This study also includes role, that is, informa-
tion role, as a key context. Taking the view that data ought to be managed as a product
[86], the entire information production system that includes the three distinctive in-
formation production areas and the corresponding roles are an integral part of data
production and data quality problem solving. The three data roles include a data col-
lector, data custodian, and a data consumer [78]. Data, though intangible, as with any
tangible artifacts, are influenced by paradigms or principles that individuals hold and
apply when designing, collecting, storing, and using data. These principles are col-
lectively agreed upon, taught, and practiced in a particular field over time, and have
a lasting influence on how individuals solve problems. As data quality problem solv-
ing involves various subject areas, it is critical to explicitly include paradigms as a
relevant context. The five related contexts form primary contexts for data quality
problem solving. These contexts play critical roles for practitioners in their reflec-
tion-in-action as they break old rules, and revise and create new rules. The rules
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Table 1. Summary of Companies Involved in the Field Research

(2) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
(1) Industry (3) Information Data Focus Data Example (9)

Organization and Organizational systems quality data quality rule in Study
(pseudonym) business setting setting environment types mechanisms question period

Matcom Manufacturing: A multidivisional Data warehousing Data quality Sales and Information quality Data integrity 1997–2003
consumer global and enterprise in ERP and shipping data. manager, data rules for
products manufacturing resource planning data warehouse Product data. quality software, local and
manufacturer. company  (ERP) distributed for global systems global

headquartered computing business. development. business.
in the United architecture.
States.  

Healthcom Health care: A major hospital Data warehouse, Data quality Patient care Information quality Data flow 1997–2003
hospital. with a central client-server in their and patient manager, total and multiple

data service in architecture. operational and discharge quality uses of
the United States. R&D analysis data. management, single data

databases and statistical attribute.
data warehouse.  measurement and

control tools.

Agcom Agriculture: A major Data warehouse Data tailored Production Systems Representing 1996–2002
agricultural agricultural project to to production and sales development, cross-
products and and meat provide quality department did data. data quality functional
meat processing information. not make tools. data.
processing company in business sense
company. the United States.  for the enterprise.  
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Fincom Financial: A major Distributed Data in their Customer Data quality Currency of 1995–2000
investment international heterogeneous customer profile data. tools, information customer data
company. bank systems. database for managers. for global risk

headquartered risk management. management.
in the
United States.

Datcom Information A major data Client-server Data quality in Business Data quality tools, Coordinating 1996–2001
technology: product and architecture with their product operational quality process work routines
data services service provider heterogeneous service delivery. data, product control, data across
company. in the United database service data. quality managers. information

States. system. production
process.
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underlying these multiple contexts are contested, negotiated, and determined for cre-
ating new rules to solve a data quality problem. These new rules are likely to revise
data quality practice. These five contexts are further elaborated as we examine case
studies in the next subsection. Their conceptual definitions are provided below.

The paradigm context consists of disciplinary principles that form the rules and
procedures for data quality problem setting and solving [45, 62, 63, 65, 71]. For
example, data fields without missing values in a relational database are important
data integrity principles in database technology. As a result, one might flag a field for
missing values and add edit checks [16, 22, 70]. This study calls it a “book” rule as
shorthand for this context. The role context refers to specific roles that individuals
play in the information discourse and the entire information production system. This
study calls it the “who” rule. Previous research has identified three key data quality
roles: data collector, data custodian, and data consumer [39, 78, 86]. For example,
data collection is part of the data collector’s role. In such a role, one may not have
complete knowledge of how data will be used by data consumers. The goal context
includes objectives that individuals and organizations aim to achieve through creat-
ing, using, and processing data. For example, a marketing manager wants to use data
to increase market share. This goal may be local or global, operational or strategic,
internal or external. This study refers to the goal context as the “why” rule. The time
context is the time frame during which, or for which, data is used and processed. For
example, a financial manager using the same set of data may assess its quality differ-
ently based on short-term investment decisions versus long-term investment deci-
sions. This study refers to the time context as the “when” rule for short. The place
context refers to the locale for which data are generated, used, or processed. For
example, locally different units, formulas, customs, and legal requirements can de-
mand data of different place contexts. The “where” rule applies to this place context.

Table 2 summarizes example projects from all five companies that illustrate the
contexts explained here. Excerpts of project episodes are included in Appendix A.

Reflection-in-Action and Problem Solving

A reflective practitioner [75, 76] relies on problem solving mostly in conversations
with a situation. Their reflective conversations can be gleaned from analyzing con-
texts explicated, activities involved, and rules used and discussed in the entire infor-
mation discourse. A Matcom case explains activities involved in each move that reveal
different contexts and rules-in-use. For example, rules are applied and revised based
on paradigms and principles from different disciplinary subject areas. Problem solv-
ing activities at Matcom with graphical emphasis on key moves is shown in Figure 1.

Newell and Simon [60] originated rules for PBGs by coding and analyzing prob-
lem solving activities—for a chess game. They traced each episode of chess moves.
Because of the similarities of retracing and going back to the old moves to review and
analyze the strategies of a move in the entire game context, data quality problem
solving could be coded with extended PBGs. The extended PBG incorporates addi-
tional representations necessary for data-specific changes and requirements in the
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Table 2. Context-Reflective Problem Solving: Examples in Data Quality Projects

(2)
(1) Data quality (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Organization initiative/ Data quality Problem Salient rules Contested Reflection-in- (8)
(pseudonym) objective project identified in question contexts action Revised rules

Matcom Improving data Data integrity Upon auditing, What do we Paradigm, role Understandability Devise technical
quality for global improvement stored data mean by data contexts: database of data for local data design, global
enterprise use in for global data violate data integrity rules principles and business use process, and
conjunction with integration. integrity rules from local accounting and consistency product list to
their data thus not accounting and principles were of data for reflect new
warehouse and acceptable for global business in conflict. global business business needs. 
enterprise resource further use. perspectives? purposes.
planning.

Healthcom Data quality Mapping data Data passed Same data Different goal, Conflicting uses Information product
improvement and process all conventional attribute used for time, and place of attributes by map needs to be
for external flow to streamline data auditing for multiple purposes contexts. different reinforced by
reporting and and find sources proper storage over time by departments and collaboration and
internal analysis. of data quality but hard to different rigorous rules for communication

problems. interpret the departments. database design. policy.
meaning.

(continues)
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Table 2. (Continued)

(2)
(1) Data quality (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Organization initiative/ Data quality Problem Salient rules Contested Reflection-in- (8)
(pseudonym) objective project identified in question contexts action Revised rules

Agcom Quality Data quality Data from Accurate data Representing Understanding Departmental data
information for assessment by production and from multiple different goal cross-functional should be collected
different multiple sales were departments and place needs for data and stored to meet
departmental stakeholders and accurate but did does not add contexts. that can be enterprise business
needs and data warehouse not make value for shared. purposes.
enterprise-wide project. business sense business
analysis. for company- understanding.

wide business
purposes.

Fincom Data quality in Data needs Customers’ Security and Time, role contexts Time context was Data consumers
customer profile assessment for complaints and accessibility for customer profile not understood need to inform data
for analysis and customer legal versus currency data; short versus and represented custodians about
customer database. complications of customer data. long term, data in data collection data needs.
management. are based on collector versus policy.

data quality.  consumer.

Datcom Data quality Process mapping Complaints about Speeding up Goal and place Cross-divisional Data production
improvement in and finding delivery, after efficiency of contexts: data product needs to be
customer service bottlenecks. streamlined work versus completion of delivery is not in collaborated and
and manufacturing process coordination of work and delivery synch. Working synchronized.
database. reengineering. work. of product. fast is not the

only goal.
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Figure 1. Rule Crafting: Problem Behavior Graph of Example Project Episode at Matcom

information discourse, such as data product changes and data production processes.
Table 3 identifies legends for extended PBG, a data quality problem behavior graph
(DQ-PBG), as used in the study.

Each move in the Matcom’s episode on sample shipping is further elaborated below.
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Move 1: Rules 1.1 and 1.2 show rules using the paradigm context in accounting and
database. Rules used by practitioners are not necessarily textbook principles; they are
paradigms and rules as interpreted and actually used by practitioners in Matcom. In
recording shipping data, accounting paradigms were upheld and detail rules were
used. “Shipping samples is not a revenue-generating activity, so they should not be
counted. We should differentiate from the real shipping. Therefore, we use a minus
sign showing the non-revenue–generating shipping activities. We thought we were
careful and quite clever on this” [a Matcom manager].

Move 2: Rule 1.2 took “–17” as an official value and stores it without changes or
tempering.

Move 3: Now, with the proper storage and maintenance rules of database, the data
on shipping became technically and authentically an institutionalized data product.

Move 4: The institutionalized data product on shipping was prepared for users (data
consumers) to retrieve and use for their business purposes.

Move 5: Rule 5.4, investigating problems, set off-tract from the typical data pro-
cess. Note the reverse arrow direction. The data showing minuses puzzled a group of
data consumers. Reverse arrows signaled the starting point of activities for review of
upstream information discourse.

Table 3. Coding Details for Data Quality Problem Behavior Graph

1. Data  A rectangle identifies each node of data or data product status.

2. An arrow identifies application of a rule.

3. 1, 2   Numbers in vertical order identify moves of activities associated  with data,
which signifies an attempt of reflection-in-action by problem solvers.

4.  A triangle behind the rectangle identifies a change of data status.

5.  A thick arrow identifies data quality problem space: data collection, storage,
and utilization.

6. |   A straight vertical line that connects nodes identifies different moves of node
without changes in data.

7. Rule 1.1 Application of rule (“operator” in Newell [59]) is specified such as 1 or
2 to record change/move in node (data) and 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 to further identify
paradigms-in-use from different areas, such as accounting, database, manage-
ment, and data quality.

8. Time runs to the right, down and left, following the arrows. When no change is
made to a node (data), a straight line is used instead of arrows with directions.

9.  Large rectangle behind data rectangle or a node identifies a major
reflection-in-action and rule changes. Thus, a locus of pivotal reflection by a
problem solver can be identified on the graph. The rules that applied, revised, and
changed to a specific data and data product can be traced and recorded.

10.  The three processes (collection, storage, and use) are three
forums of problem space for reflection and discussion for data quality problem
solving.
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Move 6: Reviews data against local principles, that is, database principles, data
integrity rules in specific, the most fundamental principles with available tools that
can be handled within information systems storage process, that is, database and in-
formation systems area of organizational functional reporting boundary. Move 6 pro-
duced a report of all data that violated data integrity rules, data storage domain’s
paradigm.

Move 7: The discourse shifted the focus to data collection process, reviewing Moves
1 and 2.

Move 8: Conducted a comprehensive all information discourse review, revised rules
involved and discuss, share, and record learning. This move marked the climax of the
Matcom’s practitioners’ reflection.

Move 9: Implemented the results from Move 8, and institutionalized changed rules
on data product and related business processes. The company revised rules on data
product and reinstituted the changes in samples shipped. New data attributes are cre-
ated in their database. Old rules of recording in the collection process were revised
and the review process in the storage process established, and the use process was
ensured of new rules.

The discussion on the sample-shipped information discourse was shared, discussed,
recorded, and reinstituted. All move activities are summarized in Table 4.

The five contexts represented in the study—paradigm, time, goal, role, and place—
are further elaborated below. Note Move 1. Rules 1.1 and 1.2 are assumed and ap-
plied in parallel with no contest. Potential conflicts between two paradigms, accounting
and database were not obvious at this stage of the information discourse.

Moves 5 through 7 demonstrate active reflections by participating practitioners.
Major context in contest was paradigms and principles in different areas. It also in-
volved role contexts contested and reviewed, as each area of information production,
collection, storage, and use context (3Cs as three roles, as customarily called in the
data quality industry: data or information collectors, custodians, and consumers). Re-
flections on role contexts become even more obvious in Move 8.

Table 4. Moves in Example Episode: Summary of Activities

Move Summary of activities

0 Episode involved in the discourse.
1 Produce data for the activity, shipping.
2 Enter data from Move 1.
3 Store data in database and make it accessible for users: data are techni-

cally ready for use. Data become institutional record.
4 Use data.
5 Find a puzzling data in use.
6 Local review in database storage.
7 Shift focus of discourse upward.
8 Comprehensive review and revise of rules includes all data productions

processes.
9 Revise rules on data product and their processes.
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Move 8 reviews time, place, goal, role, and paradigm contexts as integral contexts
to review for revising rules on how data and related processes should be managed and
recorded. Local and global business goals and associated data goals are discussed
along with cultural differences in different places. Different information roles are
discussed. Time contexts for adjusting and reconciling data are also reviewed. Over-
riding contexts in this episode were paradigm and role.

Moves 2 through 4 illustrate local implementation of data discourse at the informa-
tion systems area. Database principles were used without question, as a typical data
storage and maintenance process. Moves 4 and 5 also illustrate typical use of data
that is prepared for access and further use.

Because this study used a multiple context perspective, analyzing practitioners’
reflections throughout the information discourse had revealed changes in contested
contexts and rules used.

During the five-year observation, Matcom was often engaged in reflection of vari-
ous contexts. Place contexts were often discussed due to their global business focus.
Same products are named and marketed differently as a way of marketing a product
that respects and exploits geographical and cultural nature of different places. This
differences in place contexts discussion prompted Matcom to launch its data model-
ing and data architecture projects for their entire product, its materials, packages,
and distribution channels. Their product categories involved time contexts as the
categories were evolved and new products were produced. The product family trees
got complicated. Data represented transactional goals, but did not satisfy strategic
goals, which aimed at answering strategic business questions. For example, the
Matcom’s data were unable to answer: “How much business do we have globally
with our best customer, Wal-Mart?” These discussions prompted their initiative to
focus on the enterprise-wide view for answering strategic questions and launched
enterprise resource planning with strategic questions and answers in mind; the goal
context was discussed for managing this problem. All these contested contexts, re-
flected over the years, were the backbones of their data quality initiatives that were
direct results of Matcom’s practitioners’ collective reflection-in-action of their entire
data quality discourse.

Figure 2 depicts critical moves that overlay the details of problem solving activi-
ties. Table 5 summarizes the contexts involved in the critical moves in Matcom’s
example.

Other companies’ episodes analysis also revealed that all these contexts were con-
tested, reviewed, and reflected upon. Due to space limitation, Table 2 summarized the
contexts involved.

As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, a data quality problem is revisited over time as the
problem moves along different problem areas. Each move and review of the problem
offers an opportunity for the problem solver to reflect on the problem and devise a
solution. At each move, the problem solver is applying rules based primarily on dif-
ferent paradigms, that is, principles used and sanctioned in different subject areas,
such as accounting, database, management, or data quality. The same or different
problem solvers may approach each move differently to form the company’s infor-
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mation discourse. Critical reflection depicted in the dark rectangles in Figures 1 and
2 show the activities by Matcom’s data quality manager with the team in the organi-
zation. A similar case was made for other contexts, such as goal, information role,
place, and time contexts.

Figure 2. Context Reflected in Example Project Episode at Matcom
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Crafting Rules Revises Practice

Rules are embedded in work routines. The logic behind the rules is often masked by
coded computer software, integrated work processes, and further hidden by special-
ization and division of labor. Thus, when challenged by “wicked problems” or intrac-
table problems, conventionally assumed and practiced rules need to be examined.
Data quality administrators and data quality analysts work to resolve problems by
reflecting further on the information discourse: “Who from where used which book
rules to the data?” Explicating contexts underlying the information discourse is a
salient and critical activity that practitioners undertake to understand and resolve dif-
ferent rules used in data quality problems.

Rules used at each process are grounded on the dominant logic that is assumed and
sanctioned by the organization. When a problem solver, often a data quality manager,
is challenged by “indeterminate zones” [75], that is, situations where contested con-
texts reveal in choosing and adequacy rules in the conventional combination of prin-
ciples and techniques, one sees an opportunity for revising the rules. This activity of
revising the rules in context revises the dominant logic, and thus revises the practice
of work as one solves the problem in a new way.

His own thinking schema or framework also guides the reflective practitioner, what
Bateson calls an appreciative system [10]. On the basis of one’s initial appreciation of
the situation, the reflective practitioner forms intentions of changing the situation
into a more significant one, the situation that is a better fit with the appreciative sys-
tem. A reflective practitioner tries to shorten the distance between the materials of the
situation and his appreciative system. This process also influences explicating con-
texts and revising rules in problem solving [76].

Discussion, Implications, and Lessons Learned

THIS RESEARCH OFFERS IMPLICATIONS for both research and practice. For research,
next steps might include related topics such as data source tagging, meta data, and
knowledge about data. Applying existing research on collective knowledge to data

Table 5. Contexts Involved in Problem Solving

Moves Contexts involved

1 Local contexts of paradigm (accounting and database) were applied in
parallel.

2–4 Role context (data custodian) played a key role.
4–5 Role context (data consumer) played a key role.
5–7 Two role contexts (data collector and data custodian) are involved.

Paradigm for data custodian played a key role for reflection.
8 All role contexts are reflected. Paradigm context reflected. Time, place

context reflected.
9 Institutionalized data with revised rules, involving all contexts.
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quality can be a useful first step for this stream of inquiry. They include the research
reported in [6, 9, 11, 17, 18, 27, 35, 36, 37, 42, 43, 44, 48, 56, 61, 68, 72, 83, 84].

Another stream of research might examine how the problem solving process and
mechanisms work together to institutionalize data quality improvement processes [1,
20, 30, 31, 34, 38, 51, 52, 53, 69]. These research streams provide further insights
into context-reflective data quality problem solving.

This research has practical implications as well. First, rules involved in problem
solving activities need to be recorded and shared. Second, contexts of business pro-
cesses and data processes need to be further explicated. Third, organizations need to
pay more attention to data needs in aligning strategic, managerial, and operational
levels of business processes and integrate these processes horizontally across func-
tional areas. Particularly without connecting to strategic plans, data quality problem
solving will impede future and global use of data. Data quality problem solving should
be outward-bound, context-bound, and future-bound.

The organizations involved in the study also learned lessons. When practitioners
reviewed data quality problems only within their domain, functional areas, and infor-
mation roles, each move and all activities are considered normal activities with no
problems. Most data passed all typical evaluations. Only when they reviewed the
connections of multiple moves did they find problems. It is the relationship, depen-
dency, and the connectivity between the areas, where typical data quality problems
reside. The Matcom’s experience, however, shows that data that exhibit violations of
each data production process tend to get the attention and focus of further reviews. In
short, explicating contexts is a pivotal activity in the information discourse that moves
the search for a solution farther.

The contexts can be further refined in future study to differentiate and identify
distinct contexts in data quality problem solving. This will take large pools of data for
an empirical testing to confirm or revise the context. For our current study, we used
caution as they were related constructs and treated as related. The focus here was not
formalizing the specific contexts, but fleshing out their roles: how these contexts are
contested, reflected, and used in rule-crafting.

Problem solving may involve several more contexts, which may complicate the
PBG diagram. For example, the organization’s defensive routines, politics, and cul-
tures also can be added as major contexts. In this study, we treat these important issues
as fundamental influencing and contributing factors that eventually impact five key
contexts analyzed in this study. Future study is needed to further differentiate these
contexts. Nonetheless, a clear example depicted here shows how an analysis can be
conducted to understand contexts involved in other problem solving areas as well.

Conclusion

THIS STUDY FINDS THAT PRACTITIONERS solve data quality problems by understanding
contexts in the entire information discourse on why an organization collects or creates
data and how the data are stored and used. Thus, the discourse on contexts of data
connects otherwise separately managed processes, that is, collection, storage, and use.
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First, this study suggests that having rules and routines are common and not prob-
lematic by themselves. Not having mechanisms to record, review, and assess the rules
is, however, problematic. Organizational processes change as business logic changes.
Changes in rules for data to support these changes are often temporary and not re-
corded and shared. Second, paradigm-based solutions such as data integrity rules and
associated technology must be recorded, understood, and used in the entire context
for data quality problem solving. Third, the research suggests that data quality knowl-
edge, problem contexts, and solution mechanisms must work together in data quality
problem solving. Fourth, the research also suggests the use of data quality practitio-
ners for incorporating both technical and organizational insights into solving data
quality problems.

The research results are timely. Emerging business processes increase the visibility
of data quality problems. At the same time, slack time between major processes for
resolving problems is rapidly shrinking. Much more is at stake as data are used as
strategic weapons beyond operational use. As is true with any rapidly expanding
area, the data quality area is being flooded with experimental solutions ranging from
software tools for cleansing data to organizational mechanisms such as enterprise
level data quality czars. Companies have adopted such solutions with mixed results
in actually resolving data quality problems in the long run. Much research is needed
now for solving the backlog of data quality problems.

New information systems and changing business strategies are common scenes in
today’s business environments. In the thick of these unsynchronized changes, quality
of data is often overlooked. Data quality is not a stated priority in most organizations.
There is a need to manage all these changes in an integrated and coordinated way.
Quality of organizational data could be a critical reference point for how well these
various changes are coordinated for strategic and effective management of business.
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NOTE

1. Espoused procedures are typically specified in the organization’s statement of policy and
procedures. Here, I include procedures and rules that are actually used or assumed beyond the
documented policy and procedures.
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Appendix A. Data Quality Projects in Selected Organizations

Agcom: Project Episode

AT AGCOM, A MAJOR AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY COMPANY, multiple databases in
different functional areas served different business purposes. Historically, business
processes, expectations, and understanding of the operation of the company’s busi-
ness differed by department. The production department was interested in how beef
was cut. The cutting guidelines were based mainly on the weight of the beef. Differ-
ent breeds of the same weight were cut in the same way. For example, an 800-pound
Angus (of a breed that has fat layers in between muscles, is tender, and returns a
higher premium) and 800 pounds of any other type of beef were cut in the same way.
There was one process for all 800-pound beef, just as there was one process for all
1,400-pound beef. What mattered to production was how heavy the animals were.
The sales department, however, was indifferent to weight. What was important to
them was the 20–30 percent premium for Angus cows versus 5 percent for some
other breed. Thus, the sales department needed to track and record different breeds
and their prices. The production department tracked weight and cutting processes,
whereas the sales department tracked how prices for different breeds compared. The
information from the production system was accurate for the purposes of production.
The information from the orders management systems (sales) was accurate for sales
purposes. Both systems contained information that was accurate in its particular con-
text, but whose information was not useful, usable, or accessible for making business
decisions at a company-wide (global) level. The result was a collision. The challenge
for Agcom management was how to interpret and use high volumes of accurate, but
unusable, information for its critical business decision-making. It was nearly impos-
sible to evaluate Agcom’s profit and loss meaningfully, let alone comprehend and
plan future business strategies. An Agcom senior manager summed up their prob-
lems: “The things we produce are not the things we sell.” Obviously, all departments
at Agcom needed to recognize the overarching view at a company-wide level to re-
solve the mismatching and disjointed information problems.

Healthcom: Project Episode

Healthcom was revisiting detailed data flows from the point of data generation through
data collection and storage to data usage. Healthcom collected data about patients,
for example, whether a patient was a smoker or a nonsmoker. One attribute of the
patient entity or (i.e., one column of the “Patient” table) was designated for this pur-
pose. Valid values for the field included “yes” and “no” to indicate that the patient
was a smoker or a nonsmoker. Several years later, the hospital decided to include
information from living wills in the database. Not realizing the original purpose of
the column, and also recognizing the binary values as yes/no, one department used
the same column to indicate whether or not a patient had a living will. Instead of
adding a new column to the table and incorporating the new column into their data
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model, the department used this attribute (smoker/nonsmoker) as a temporary col-
umn to record the existence or nonexistence of living wills. Later, hospital informa-
tion quality initiatives discovered that the field contained values from two different
domains, violating data model rules.
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Appendix B. Sample Results from Data Integrity Project




